**Questions To Guide Your Listening**

1. What resources did the Onceler abuse? Were they renewable or non-renewable resources?

2. What other resources suffered because of the Onceler? What happened to them? Were they renewable or non-renewable?

3. What drove the Onceler to be so uncaring about the resources around him?

4. How could the Onceler have had less impact on the environment?

5. Why do you think the Onceler changed his ways?

6. What message do you get from this story?
Checklist For Letter

Correct business letter format: heading, inside address, greeting, body, and closing (5 pts. per part, 20 pts. maximum)_____

Mechanics (subtract 1 pt. per error up to 20 pts. maximum)________

States 3 problems and their solutions (20 pts. per problem and solution, 60 pts. maximum)_____

Total____________